Splitvolt Showcases Innovative Suite of EV Charging Products at Electrify Expo – Miami
Awarding winning Splitvolt Splitter Switch™ and other products enable fast, simple, affordable, and safe
EV charging at home

Santa Clara, California – Oct 8, 2022 - Splitvolt today announced that it will be showcasing its innovative
family of electric vehicle (EV) charging products during Electrify Expo – Miami at Regatta Park from
October 8 – 9th. Featured products will include its award-winning Splitvolt Splitter Switch™, marketleading 240V portable EV charger, as well as adapters and 240V extension cables.
Splitvolt products are designed to make charging an EV at home fast, simple, affordable and safe. A
recent recipient of the 2022 BIG Innovation Award, the Splitvolt Splitter Switch allows users to
automatically share their homes’ existing 30 amp dryer circuit with the EV charger without the high cost,
complexity and time associated with having an electrician install a dedicated EV charging circuit. Within
moments of opening the box, anyone can easily and safely share an existing dryer circuit with their EV
charger without special installation, providing seven times faster charging.
The splitter switch protects the home by intelligently switching full power between either the dryer or
EV charger, but never utilizes both simultaneously. It also has the added safety protection of an internal
circuit breaker, so that owners cannot accidentally exceed the maximum NEC safe-charging limits or
stress their home’s wiring or breaker panel.
Electrify Expo is North America’s largest electric vehicle festival where the world’s automotive brands,
OEMs and technology companies come together to showcase the latest EVs, e-motorcycles and other
electric mobility products to consumers.

About Splitvolt
Splitvolt’s mission is to inspire use of sustainable energy and Empowering Electric Vehicle Adoption™ by
creating compelling products and solutions that make it simple for everyday car owners to benefit from
electric vehicle use in daily life. Working at Splitvolt means having a shared vision to empower the
future in innovative ways and play a key role in the once-in-a-lifetime transformation of the automotive
industry. Learn more at www.splitvolt.com.
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